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SERIAL: (U) IIR 

******* THIS IS A COMBINED MESSAGE **********

BODY

COUNTRY: (U) PERU (PE).

SUBJ: IIR/(b)(3):10 USC 424 NEW ORGANIZATION COMPOSED OF MILITARY OFFICERS SENDS LETTER TO U.S. EMBASSY (U)

WARNING: (U) THIS IS AN INFORMATION REPORT, NOT FINALLY EVALUATED INTELLIGENCE. REPORT CLASSIFIED

CONFIDENTIAL

15
SUMMARY: ON 921202 THE U.S. EMBASSY RECEIVED A LETTER SIGNED BY 'CODEMA' (COMANDO DE LA DIGNIDAD DEL EJERCITO, MARINA DE GUERRA Y AVIACION.) THE LETTER PRAISES THE DIRECTORATE OF COUNTER-TERORISM; DENOUNCES THE MILITARY HIGH COMMAND AND CONDEMN MONTECINOS.


2. CODEMA ACCUSES VLADIMIRO ((MONTESINOS)) OF TREASON, NARCOTRAFFICKING AND OF BEING AN AGENT OF THE CIA. CODEMA ALSO DENOUNCES AND ACCUSES THE MILITARY HIGH COMMAND OF AT ALL LEVELS OF CORRUPTION AND SELF ENRICHMENT AND OF CREATING A NARCO-TRAFFICKING POWER BASE, SPEARHEADED BY MONTESINOS.

3. CODEMA EMPHASIZED THAT THE CCD'S FIRST LEGAL ACTION SHOULD BE TO REPLACE THE MILITARY AND POLICE HIGH COMMAND AND THAT RETIRED CAPTAIN VLADIMIRO
MONTESEINOS' ILLEGAL FINANCES BE INVESTIGATED BY THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM. THE LETTER CLOSED BY SAYING THAT CODEMA WILL SUPPORT THE CCD AS LONG AS THEY EXERCISE THEIR ROLE IN GUIDING THE COUNTRY TOWARDS MORALIZATION.
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